
Engage Cloud
THE NEXT STEP IN  
ENGAGE’S EVOLUTION

It’s getting harder and harder to run on-premise systems these days. Why struggle along managing 
software, servers, disaster recovery and security?

Release your school and re-focus your resources today, with Engage Cloud! 

Engage Cloud combines the full benefits of AWS with everything you depend on in Engage.

LOWER TOTAL COST SECURE AND RELIABLE

MORE ACCESSIBLE SCALE AND SPEED

• No hardware costs
• No hardware maintenance
• No software management 
• Redeploy resources

• Controlled environment / +99% uptime
• Security monitoring 24/7
• Fewer P1 and P2 support cases
• Central update management

• Fully online access 24/7
• Anywhere, any time access
• More users, more often
• Latest version user benefits

• Flex capacity on demand
• Don’t pay for constant peak 
• Virtually limitless scale
• Consistent performance 

FREE YOUR SCHOOL WITH ENGAGE CLOUD AND REALISE THE BENEFITS!

To learn more about moving to the cloud, please use this link or reach out to your 
Customer Success Manager at customersuccess@educationhorizons.com

https://educationhorizons.com/transform-your-school-with-cloud-hosting/
mailto:customersuccess%40educationhorizons.com?subject=


Major institutions around the world have already moved their most critical operations to the Cloud. 

Education Horizons and AWS are delighted to offer the cost, convenience, security and reliability 
benefits of Engage Cloud to our schools.

• Smooth transition
• Configurations
• Integrations
• Future-proof

Everything you 
need in Engage, 
safe in the cloud!

When you look at the Wealth and Personal Banking strategy around 
scale, resiliency, security, and innovation on the cloud; to enable our 
business objectives, we had to find the right organization that could 
partner with us, with the scale and global footprint.”

GAVIN MUNROE, GLOBAL CIO, HSBC

“

MAJOR INSTITUTIONS IN THE CLOUD

Read on to learn more about: 
• AWS Cloud’s leading security posture
• Education Horizons smooth transition process



AWS’s Cloud works with enterprise grade 
security protocols and encryption techniques 
built into its architecture – avoiding the 
need for firewalls and encryption software 
deployment and management.

The overall AWS Cloud infrastructure is subject 
to 24/7 expert monitoring powered by leading 
edge automation. AWS Cloud is also designed 
to meet the strictest regulatory and industry 
security requirements as standard with 
continuous review and updates.

Through our strategic partnership with AWS, 
Education Horizons offers the most proven and 
reliable cloud infrastructure for schools.

AWS Cloud – Upgrade your school’s security posture
AWS delivers the most proven operational experience of any cloud provider in the world through 
secure-by-design cloud infrastructure that leverages deep automation and +300 cloud security tools.

TRANSPARENCY

Deeper visibility and 
automation to help 

manage risk

PREVENTION

Enterprise grade security and 
encryption and industry-leading  

infrastructure protection

RESPONSE

Automated incident 
response capability across 

all applications

DETECTION

24/7 monitoring powered 
by +300 automated 

security tools

REMEDIATION

Event-driven automation 
secures AWS environments 

in near real-time 



Project scoping stage Migration: facilitate / validate

Configuration: facilitate / validate Cutover and Live Operation

• School completes questionnaire
• Feasibility assessment
• Implementation planning
• Migration ability confirmation

• Consultant access – data snapshot 
securely transferred to cloud

• Stand-up hosted instance for school 
data testing

• Data and site confirmation

• Confirm modules 
• Confirm access
• Confirm connectivity
• Confirm API access and integration

• Customer booking for migration
• Data migration out of hours
• Activate domain redirections
• Cutover to full live operations

Education Horizons’ managed transition to Engage Cloud reflects the depth and breadth of Engage 
– and the extensive flexibility and configuration schools rely on to meet their unique needs. 

By taking this measured approach - and working closely with schools each step of the way - 
Education Horizons gives schools confidence in their transition to Engage Cloud.

Phone +61 1800 498 642 or +44 1935 403 020 
customersuccess@educationhorizons.com
educationhorizons.com

To learn more about moving to the cloud, please use this link  
or reach out to your Customer Success Manager at 
customersuccess@educationhorizons.com

Engage Cloud – Managed transition with Education Horizons

Engage is the most comprehensive School Management System on the market - seamlessly 
integrating school administration, teaching resources, student information tracking, parent 
engagement tools, financial management and much more into your schools ecosystem.

This means schools need cloud transition that is safe, reliable and protects functionality, data 
integrity, and integrations – with minimal downtime. 

To deliver for schools, Education Horizons has developed a managed migration service that makes 
the transition to Engage Cloud as smooth as possible – through the following sequence.

1 2

3 4
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